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Abstract
In this paper, we present an approach for topic-level video snippet-based extractive summarization,
which relies on con tent-based recommendation techniques. We identify topic-level snippets using tran-
scripts of all videos in the dataset and indexed these snippets globally in a word vector space. Generate
snippet cosine similarity scores matrix, which are then utilized to compute top snippets to be utilized
for summarization. We also compare the snippet similarity globally across all video snippets and lo-
cally within a video snippets. This approach has performed well on the AMI meeting corpus, in terms of
ROUGE scores compare to state-of-the-art methods. Experiments showed that corpus like AMI meeting
has large overlap between global and local snippet similarity of 80% and the ROUGE scores are com-
parable. Moreover, we applied proposed TopS summarizer in different scenarios on Video Lectures, to
emphasize the merits of ease in utilizing summarizer with such content-based recommendation technique.
1 Introduction
State-of-the-art techniques for accessing video lectures (e.g., VideoLectures.NET, YouTube.com/edu or
KhanAcademy.org), are mainly designed to facilitate browsing of a video and generate recommenda-
tions. Large collection of lectures and so does their recommendations, may lead to information overload
and user would prefer to obtain maximal information about videos in shorter time. In our vision, a
good audio-video summary will help the user obtain maximal information from the video, without hav-
ing to watch the video lecture from beginning to the end. In recent years, video summarization has
become an emerging field of research and we can categorize video summarization techniques in major
categories like visual feature-based (e.g., motion, color, gestures, concepts), audio feature-based(e.g.,
speech transcript-based, audio-event), playable audio-visual materials or narratives or key frame-based
story-board presentations etc.
In this work, our focus is on playable audio-visual summaries using speech transcripts of video lec-
tures, emphasizing on topics discussed in the lecture. Also, we avoid the problems with coherence
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that may arise with selection of single sentences in summary, rather we select the full topic-level seg-
ment/snippet to provide adequate context. Similar to lecture videos, we also consider the meeting videos
for experiment and evaluation, as both have topic-level discourse.
2 Related Work
Summarization has been important and challenging research topics and it has large number of inter-
esting works done. We can categorize them based on the different modalities like text, audio, video or
combination of multiple modalities. There exist interesting survey based on each modalities (e.g., text
summarization [15], video summarization [14] etc.). In this paper, we are focusing mainly on audio-visual
summaries using speech transcripts. Thus, we provide a brief survey of closely related approaches.
Several methods have been proposed for ranking sentences based on some relevance metric. In
supervised approaches [11], a classifier is trained on sentence features such as key words, sentence length,
and position, and given a new text, a relevance score for each sentence is calculated. Also, unsupervised
approaches like Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [9, 18] is popular, where a term vector is created
for each sentence. Other graph based methods include eigenvector centrality approaches that have been
applied in TextRank [13] and LexRank [7] or an extension to such approaches like ClusterRank algorithm,
where clustering or text-segmentation is to segment the transcript such that each section has utterances
about the same subject. Our approach is more similar to ClusterRank approach and we emphasize the
weaknesses of such approach in terms of issue with summary coherence, sentence redundancy and their
performance evaluations.
3 Methodology
3.1 System Overview
The proposed TopS summarizer is represented in Figure 2. We generate topic-based segments/snippets
from the ASR transcripts provided for each video lecture / AMI meeting. The topic segmentation was
performed over the words using the TextTiling algorithm implemented in NLTK. We compute word-
based similarity matrix between all snippets in the collection, using a vector space model and tf-idf
weighting. We either consider the global (across the collection) or the local (within a video) similarity
of each snippet to identify top most N relevant snippets to be incorporated in summary.
3.2 Topic-level Snippet Generation
Topic segmentation was performed over transcripts using TextTiling [10] as implemented in the NLTK
toolkit [4] (available at http://nltk.org/). Topic shifts are determined based on the analysis of lexical
co-occurrence patterns, which are computed from 20-word pseudo-sentences, to ensure uniform length.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed TopS Summarizer. Rectangles with sharp corners represent components
of the system, while rounded boxes represent data.
Then, similarity scores are assigned at sentence gaps using block comparison. The peak differences be-
tween the scores are marked as boundaries, which we fit to the closest speech segment break. We selected
TextTiling for its robustness and simplicity, although more advanced techniques such as TopicTiling [16]
(same core algorithm but with LDA topic modeling) are also available.
3.3 Snippet Similarity Graph
We followed standard pre-processing to create the word vector representation, namely conversion to
lower-case, tokenization, and stop word removal, using the NLTK library. We considered unigrams with
size of the vocabulary 20k words. Each topic-level snippets’ text segment is indexed in a word vector
space with tf-idf weight [17]. In other words, the tf-idf weights wij for a given snippet i were (classically)
computed as wij = tf ij · idfj , where tf j is the term frequency of word j in document di and idfj is
the inverse document frequency of word j. The similarity between two snippets ~si and ~sj was then
computed by the cosine similarity between them as follows:
simcos(~si, ~sj) =
~si · ~sj
||~si||2 × ||~sj ||2 (1)
We generate M*M snippet similarity score matrix, where each row represents the snippet and columns
represents their similarity scores to M snippets in the collection. Such similarity matrix can be used
for generating content-based recommendation directly at the snippet level as well as the lecture level as
shown in [1, 2, 3]. We process such similarity matrix to generate the snippet similarity graph, where each
node of the graph is the snippet and each link is representing its similarity score to the connecting snippet.
More precisely, a directed edge from snippet X to snippet Y is weighted by their cosine similarity score
retrieved from the similarity matrix. An important difference here compared to other existing graph
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based approaches where the sentence level graphs are generated, proposed graph is at snippet level. This
will help avoiding coherence and sentence redundancy issues by providing snippet level summary rather
than sentence level summary. Even such approach will not require further redundancy check at sentence
level.
Also, while many of the graph based approaches ignores or removes the edges with zero value, we
utilize them for further computation. All the snippets in the collection is utilized to determine the most
important snippets within a video to be linked to generate the summary. We also map snippet ids to
corresponding video ids for reference.
3.4 Snippet-based Summarization
Once snippet similarity graph is generated, we considered two scenarios to compute the importance of the
node. Main motivation behind consideration of two different scenarios arise from the fact that, Klewel
has public and private customers and in turn their corpus is large collection of video lectures within a
conference or across conferences on similar topics or sometimes isolated lectures on diverse topics for
some private customers. In the first scenario, called global similarity based linking/summarization, we
assume that snippets that are related to many other snippets in the collection are likely to be central and
have high weight for selection in summary. For such global similarity based linking, all the snippets in
the collection contribute to the total similarity score of a snippet, as we compute the relevance measure
for each snippet S as the summation of its similarity scores over all the M nodes in the complete graph,
Relevance measure(S) =
M∑
i=1
sim score(S, i) (2)
Each snippet‘s relevance measure is considered while linking them in the summary, assuming that
snippets that are related to many other snippets with good similarity score in the collection are likely
to have larger relevance measure compared to the snippets with a few or low similarity scores in the
complete graph. Though in the second scenario, called local similarity based linking, we emphasize on
possibility of diverse topics that are not much frequent in the entire collection and thus required to be
computed within subset of the entire collection or even at individual level. In particular, we compute
the relevance measure for each snippet Sl of video l as the summation of its similarity scores over all
the K nodes mapped as snippets of video l in the graph,
Relevance measure(Sl) =
K∑
i=1
sim score(Sl, i) (3)
Even in the hybrid approach such local and global similarities can be given different weighting to come
up with more suitable relevance measure score for snippets. We will experiment such hybrid approach
in future. For now, once summation is done, all the snippets within video are sorted by their relevance
measure scores. Based on user selected threshold P% for summary size (e.g., 10%, 17%, etc.) respect to
total number of snippets K in the video we calculate the value N = (100)*(P/K). As indicated in [12],
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summaries as short as 17% of the full text length speed up decision making twice, with no significant
degradation in accuracy. Once top N snippets are selected, they will be linked by their actual temporal
order in the video to generate the summary. For the smooth transition between the linked top N snippets
we inserted the fading effects in between every link for the summary video.
It was also interesting to observe if the snippets with lowest similarity scores can be more informative
compared to the snippets with highest similarity scores. Thus, we also did experiments with selecting
top N snippets with lowest similarity scores and linked by temporal order to generate the summary
video. In future we plan to also consider edges with multiple weights (e.g., similarity based on random
projection or latent semantic indexing together with TF*IDF). Though, in our earlier works we observed
that TF*IDF based similarity worked reasonable for snippet level content-based recommendation [2].
TopS provides freedom to consider the snippet similarity globally or locally. We submit that global
similarity choices can be utilized in summarization of video lectures within a conference or across con-
ferences on similar topics, while local similarity is more suitable for isolated lectures on diverse topics.
4 Experimental Results
Proposed TopS summarizer has been evaluated on the AMI meeting corpus [6] and Klewel Video Lec-
tures. The dataset and evaluation metrics are described in following sections. We provide below our
results and a detailed discussion on achieved performance compared to other observed results, as well
as our additional testing to provide view on the ease of using proposed TopS summarizer.
4.1 Dataset
In this work, we use AMI meeting data sets that have manually annotated summaries and for the Klewel
Video Lectures we do not have manually annotated summaries.
The AMI meeting corpus is a collection of 100 hours of meeting data that includes speech audio,
transcripts, and human summaries. Each meeting has participants talking for about 35 minutes on a
given topic and the transcripts are about 3000- 7000 words. Our experiments are based on the 137
meetings that have extractive human summaries.
Klewel video lectures is a collection of total 251 talk from 8 events (e.g., lectures at conferences,
project meetings, class lectures, etc.), out of which 169 videos have ASRs available. Though, it do not
have human generated extractive summaries.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
ROUGE is used to evaluate the performance for all the systems. ROUGE scores are based on the number
of overlapping units such as n-grams, between the system generated summary and the ideal summaries
created by humans.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
For each meeting, we generate an extractive summary satisfying a length constraint specified in terms
of a percentage (e.g., 17%) of the total number of snippets within a video lecture to be summarized.
We consider three different scenarios for experiments on AMI meeting corpus. (1) TopS with global
similarity based on highest scored links: we consider the highest summation scores to qualify the snippet
for including in the summary. (2) TopS with global similarity based on lowest scored links: we consider
the lowest summation scores to qualify the snippet for inclusion in the summary and (3) TopS with
local similarity based on highest scored links: we consider the highest summation scores only among the
snippets within a video to qualify the snippet for including in the summary. Also, other state-of-the-art
methods like TextRank [13] and ClusterRank [8].
Global similarity based on highest scored links
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 3 ROUGE 4
Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F
0.70 0.59 0.61 0.42 0.34 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.22
Global similarity based on lowest scored links
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 3 ROUGE 4
Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F
0.81 0.12 0.21 0.43 0.06 0.11 0.27 0.03 0.06 0.23 0.03 0.05
Local similarity based on highest scored links
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 3 ROUGE 4
Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F
0.70 0.59 0.61 0.42 0.34 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.22
ClusterRank with normalization
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 3 ROUGE 4
Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F
0.32 0.26 0.28 0.05 0.04 0.04 - - - - - -
TextRank with cosine similarity
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE 3 ROUGE 4
Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F Pre. Rec. F
0.30 0.21 0.24 0.05 0.03 0.04 - - - - - -
Table 1: Result with precision , recall and f-measure of ROUGE for TopS, ClusterRank and TextRank
methods on AMI meeting corpus.Scores in the bold represent the highest among all the methods
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As shown in the Table 1, the TopS summarizer outperformed ClusterRannk [8] and TextRank [13]
based on graph model and PageRank [5] approaches with 110% improvement in terms of average ROUGE
score. It is interesting to observe that TopS with consideration of lowest similarity scores based linking
has higher precision for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, but gradually its performances drastically reduces.
On the other hand, TopS with highest similarity score based linking has consistently better performance.
Also, in case of AMI meeting corpus it is very supportive to observe that local and global similarity
scores based TopS is performing similarly due to the topic similarity across AMI meeting corpus. AMI
meetings are captured under same topic and thus consideration of global or local similarity do not
deviate much the highly relevant snippet, we onserved that there are 80% overlap in the snippets linked
in global and local scenarios.
Figure 2: Screen shot of TopS Summarizer
Difference in global and local similarity based TopS will be more evident and interesting for the
klewel dataset due to diversity in their topics. We have provided a demonstrator 1 of the results of the
TopS summarizer on several talks available from klewel dataset.
5 Conclusion and Perspectives
We have presented a topic-level graph-based extractive summarization of lectures, which provides a
solution for providing easy and fast access to information within each video using topic-level segments
1http://www.idiap.ch/c˜bhatt/Demo TopS summarizer.html
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of transcripts. TopS leverage on topic-model, content-based recommendation as well as graph method
to provide novel solution avoiding the problems with coherence and sentence redundancy that may
arise with selection of single sentences in summary. Provided freedom to consider the snippet similarity
globally or locally has enable potential applications to large and diverse set of datasets with similar
or different topics. Overall simplicity in approach, ease in integration with existing recommendation
systems and better performance compared to state of the art methods makes TopS a much interesting
summarization approach.
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